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Introduction
This case study addresses institutional research in a biomedical neuroscience laboratory at a prestigious research university, conducting experiments with live animals during a long term research project, and also the use of paper lab notebooks.

Setting
The Ohio State Beattie Lab focuses on the motoneuron diseases SMA and ALS. The lab uses Zebrafish as a vertebrate model system for studying motor axon guidance and motoneuron diseases.

Example of Data Flow: fluorescent microscopy images are saved on a computer attached to the microscope which are then printed out and sent to other computers.

Modules for Managing Research Data
Module 2: Types, Formats & Stages of Data
- The challenges in conducting a multiyear research project with living specimens
- Instrument data that needs to be exported to a common or open format for analysis, storage, etc.
- Data in digital and paper formats
- Paper lab notebook inconsistencies and lack of standardization

Module 3: Contextual Details
- No use of a data dictionary
- No file naming conventions
- Lack of synchronization between data sources
- No standards for data documentation

Module 4: Data Storage, Backup and Security
- Use of personal computers
- No plan for storage of data files
- No security and backup plan for digital and hardcopy data (lab notebooks)

Module 5: Legal and Ethical Issues
- IACUC-related documentation and compliance
- Need to clarify funding purposes (NIH vs. private)

Module 6: Data Sharing and Re-Use
- Research team uses web-based (cloud) applications to share images and data

Module 7: Plan for Archiving and Preservation of Data
- Need for preservation-friendly image and document file formats and media
- Use of model organism repository

Conclusion
E-Science expands the scope of science library practices and promotes, among medical science students, the preservation of scientific data in relevant repositories and archives. Using this case study as an E-Science tool, students will understand data management principles and challenges in the context of familiar research settings, the benefits of preserving scientific data, and how these practices will lead to a more homogeneous research future.

Example of Data Preservation: publications and Zebrafish lines are shared with the science community through journal publication and the use of repositories that house data on genetically modified Zebrafish lines, such as ZFIN, the NIH-funded zebrafish model organism database. However, the lab does not use the university repository for other raw data.
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